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 Because of the conflicts among and within religious groups, sometimes it might seem 

better to be an atheist. 

 At least that’s what a Quebec cartoonist named Guy Delisle concluded.   Guy Delisle is a 

professional cartoonist who spent a year in Jerusalem in 2008-09.  He himself is not a person of 

religious faith, but he lived in this city where 3 major religions-- Islam, Judiasm, Christianity--all 

meet.  During that year he made over 2,000 drawings, interpreting what is going on in this 

religious city why there’s so much conflict, and published a number of them in a book called 

“Jerusalem.”  In the book he talks about visiting the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, which is a 

very large, ancient church built over what tradition says is the tomb where Jesus was laid.  Six 

different religious groups that control and administer this church—Orthodox, Armenian, Roman 

Catholics and others, and often these groups do not get along.  One day Guy Delisle witnessed 

the priests literally coming to blows with each other over some disagreement.   In fact, today 

that church is opened and closed by a Muslim family, because the Christians can’t entrust the 

key to just one of their own groups.   This cartoonist says, “Even though I am not religious in any 

way, I feel a bit ashamed that Christians can’t set an example in a conflict that’s polazrized the 

world so long.  It’s depressing.  When you see the spectacle religion puts on around here,” he 

says, “you don’t feel like being a believer.  I thank God for making me an atheist.” 

 Even persons who are in no way atheist sometimes throw up their hands in despair at 

conflicts religious believers get into.  Sometimes we joke about churches arguing and dividing 

over the color of the carpet.  But it does happen.   Last week I read about one church where it 

wasn’t the color of the carpet, but the color of the cushions on the pews that was a source of 

conflict.  One of the members became so irate over the color that the committee had chosen 

that, when the Sunday came to consecrate those cushions, she brought her own lawn chair and 

sat in it.   Mennonite churches through the years have experienced many painful conflicts and 

splits over issues like dress, the role of women, and worship styles.   Today there’s a great 

conflict over the place of gay and lesbian persons in our congregations.  Such persons have 

often been shunned by their congregations, and dismissed from church committees and 

leadership roles.  And in 2014 at least 12 US Mennonite churches withdrew either from their 

area conference or from Mennonite Church USA because two of those conferences have 

accepted gay or lesbian pastors.  So far Mennonite Church Canada has not been as visibly 

divided over this issue, though the current issue of the Canadian Mennonite carries a story of a 



same-sex wedding in a Mennonite church in Saskatchewan, and our unity over this issue may 

be facing greater tests.   

 What about conflict in the church?  Is it normal, as in other spheres of life?  Is it 

regrettable, because Christians are supposed to love each other?  If it’s any reassurance, our 

scripture from Acts reminds us that conflict is nothing new.  This Jerusalem conference was 

about more than the color of the cushions.  In fact, the conflict in Jerusalem was every bit as 

emotional as what the Mennonite and other churches face today over sexuality.   It was a 

conflict in which what seemed to be the clear teaching of scripture, and sound moral standards, 

and the very identity of the church as a holy people were at stake.    

  The issue was whether Gentiles—that is, non Jews—could be saved, and be part of the 

church, without first taking on Jewish laws that were very clearly prescribed in scripture—laws 

such as circumcision for men, eating kosher foods, and observing the Sabbath.   Moses 

commanded those things, and Jesus did them.  And so, many were saying, it’s pretty black and 

white--followers of Jesus must follow those laws too.    And then, along comes a man named 

Paul, who goes out into the wider world, to liberal and worldly places like the Gentile city of 

Antioch, and begins preaching Jesus.  And Gentiles who have been observing none of those 

laws respond, they accept Jesus as Lord and Savior.  And Paul says, “It’s OK, you don’t have to 

follow those laws, you don’t have to become Jews, faith in Jesus enough.”   And he starts 

baptizing them and admitting them to the church, just as they are.   

 Which leads to trouble at home.  There are deep visceral disagreements over the 

direction the church should go, and this big meeting in the mother church in Jerusalem is an 

effort to sort it out.  It’s too bad we don’t have a video recording of that Jerusalem conference.  

Luke, the writer of Acts, presents it as a fairly orderly discussion, lots of sweet reason, resulting 

in unity.  I doubt that it was really that way.  I can imagine persons muttering in the parking lot 

in their like-minded groups, pounding the tables, lining up at the mics, quoting scripture, 

making impassioned statements, such as:   “Welcoming Gentiles is what God is calling us to do.”  

“But we’ve never done that before.”   “But now God is showing us something new.”  “But the 

day you let those people into the church without changing is the day I leave.”  “But look at the 

Bible, it shows how this can be done.” “But look at the Bible, it says it can’t be done.” 

 Welcome to conflict in the church.  What interests me is the process this meeting in 

Jerusalem followed, how they sought mind of the Spirit, and how they managed to hold 

themselves together, amidst such profound differences .  When I read this story, I see 5 things 

that happened. 

 First, they acknowledge that there was a conflict.  They did not try to avoid it or 

suppress it in the interest of unity.  Sometimes we do that in the church—whether it’s the 



cushions, or the budget, or who can be a member, we avoid our conflicts because they feel 

risky, scary.  (I personally tend to be a conflict avoider.)  But avoiding is not what the early 

church did.  They did the opposite.  They faced their conflict, moved toward it, addressed it, 

even though it must have felt very risky and scary. 

 Second, they put together a healthy process for addressing their conflict.  It was a 

process that was open and transparent, and that included everyone.  Paul and his liberal friends 

from Antioch were there.  More traditional and conservative believers from Jerusalem were 

there.  And I’m sure there were lots of people right in the middle who were there, people who 

were confused, and fearful, and worried that the church was going to break up. 

 Which leads to the third observation about the process of the Jerusalem conference.  

Everyone had a chance to speak.  Space was given for every point of view to be expressed.  

Peter gave a testimony on how his mind had changed about Gentiles, because the Spirit of God 

had opened his eyes.  Paul and Barnabas told stories, of how God’s Spirit was working in the 

lives of those heathen Gentiles, even though they didn’t have the law, and so they should be let 

into the church without special demands.  And no doubt there would have been other more 

cautious voices, too.  Voices saying, “This is very difficult for us, to admit Gentiles to the church, 

without conditions.  It goes against what we’ve always been taught and practiced.  It seems to 

contradict the plain teaching of scripture.  It doesn’t fit with being God’s people, with being 

saved.”   Every viewpoint was expressed. 

 And along with speaking there was a fourth thing that happened in Jerusalem.  I think it 

was the most critical thing.  People listened.  They not only spoke—they also listened.  The 

writer says, “The whole assembly kept silence, and listened.”   Perhaps the hardest thing to do 

in a conflict is to listen.  Especially in a conflict where emotions run high, where the Bible, and 

the church, and the faith seem to be at stake.  It is very difficult to listen, and to hear the other 

side.  And not feeling listened to, and feeling heard, only entrenches the conflict. 

 Today, in our conflict over sexuality, many feel they are not being listened to.  Especially 

persons who are gay and lesbian are saying to the church, “You are not listening to us.  You are 

not hearing us when we speak of the pain we feel from the harsh and hurtful attitudes and 

words and actions that condemn and exclude us because of a sexual orientation that we did not 

choose.   You do not hear us when we say that we, too, love Jesus, and feel that Jesus accepts 

us as we are.  You don’t hear us when we say that we are not promiscuous in our relationships, 

and that we feel that God has blessed our committed partnership.” 

 And persons on the other side of the issue also sometimes do not feel heard.  “You are 

not hearing us, more traditional folks, when we just want to take the Bible seriously.  We do 

want to be a church that welcomes all people, who want to follow Christ.   But you’re not 



hearing us when we believe that there are clear biblical norms for sexuality, and that 

membership comes with expectations, and that the church needs to resist the seductions of an 

over-sexed culture, and that we just want to support lifestyles that are faithful to Christ.” 

 Listening to the feelings and experience behind an opposing point of view are significant 

acts of caring, and are signs of the Spirit.  It doesn’t mean we will all agree in the end.  But 

listening and hearing do increase the chances that a tolerable settlement to the can be found.  

And listening and hearing increase the chances that people can at least stay together in the 

midst of conflict.  Listening and hearing were at the heart of the Jerusalem conference.   

 Finally—the fifth thing about this meeting—is that there was a decision that somehow 

all were able to live with.  It wasn’t either/or, winner/loser, but there was something for both 

sides.  James, the brother of Jesus, the head of the Jerusalem church, apparently a leader 

trusted by all sides, sums it up.  “I propose two things,” James says.  “First, we do not make the 

Gentiles take on the whole law.  It is obvious from the stories that we have heard that God is 

working in their lives, just as they are.  And yes, going back to read scripture in light of our 

experience is leading us to see things there, in the prophets, about God’s openness to Gentiles 

that we had never seen before.   We do not want to work against the new breeze of God.  

Second,” James says, “we reaffirm that in the church it’s not ‘anything goes.’  We’re going to 

ask these new believers to adhere to some basic moral standards.”  And James names them.  As 

The Message translation of the Bible puts it:   “‘Be careful to not get involved in activities 

connected with idols, to guard the morality of sex and marriage, to not serve food offensive to 

Jewish Christians.  This is basic wisdom from Moses, preached and honored for centuries.”  And 

to that proposal, the parties to the Jerusalem conference agree.  And Paul and others go out 

and report this decision to the Gentile believers, and they too agree. 

 At least for a while.  I don’t think this agreement was the end of the matter.  Elsewhere 

in the NT we read about continuing struggles over how the Gentile believers are to be included.  

Which was to be expected.  When the boundaries of the church are pushed out, when the Spirit 

of God seems to be blowing in a new way, addressing conflict will be an ongoing task.  And it 

often takes time—patience--to know whether a change is really a new thing from God.  

Patience, lots of patience, and lots of perseverance, and lots of generosity toward each other 

are often needed to discern the direction God would have us go.    

 In our conflict in the Mennonite Church today, we do need to come back to this meeting 

in Jerusalem.  Because it is a good news story.  The good news was that there, in the midst of a 

deep and scary conflict, the Spirit of God was present.  God’s Spirit was present, helping the 

church to find a way to do three things that are often in tension. 1)  It helped the church to be 

open to the future, to the new thing that God was doing.  2) It helped the church remain 

faithful to the past, to stay grounded in what God’s purposes had always been.  3) And it helped 



people who differed deeply to stay together in the present.  That’s a really good outcome for a 

conflict.  It’s also a pretty good witness to those who look at the church are thankful they are 

atheist. 

 


